JANE DEETH

THROUGH THE LENS OF THE GLOVER PRIZE
> According to the Oxford English Dictionary the modern form of the word landscape, with its
connotations of scenery, appeared in the late 16th century when the term landschape was
introduced by Dutch painters to refer to paintings of inland natural or rural places.
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What artists have chosen to depict in landscape painting has shifted over time. Today,
this genre of art-making is not only about representing the natural world as we see it, but
increasingly it is also about how we construct and understand the world we live in.
In this book we look through the eyes of John Glover and many of the artists who have entered
the Glover Prize in order to examine the different ways landscape can be expressed and
understood.
You are invited to take the journey into worlds that may excite and delight as well as confront
and confound. We hope this small publication will contribute to the conversation about what
landscape might be and what it might have to offer us.

WHAT IS
THE
GLOVER
PRIZE?
> The Glover Prize is an annual award for a
landscape painting of Tasmania. The project
was initiated in 2004 by the John Glover Society,
a group of enthusiastic people from Evandale,
a small village south of Launceston on the
northern plains of Tasmania. The prize is
named after painter John Glover (1767–1849)
who was an early colonial resident of the plains.
Today, Glover is often referred to as ‘the
father of Australian landscape painting’ for his
capacity to face the challenge of capturing the
qualities of the new environment and light that
he encountered in this far-flung colony. The
Glover aims to emulate the innovative approach
Glover had to his own art practice as he
grappled with this unfamiliar environment.
Each year, a panel of three distinguished
artists, curators, art educators and other arts
industry professionals have the task of choosing
a winner from hundreds of entries from across
the globe. Judges have included writers and

curators Peter Timms, David Hansen, Maudie
Palmer, Anthony Bond OAM, Francis Parker
and Kelly Gellatly; critic John MacDonald;
and renowned artists Rick Amor, Janet
Lawrence, John Wolseley and Imants Tillers.
The Glover Prize is acquisitive which means
that each year a new work is added to a
collection, creating a reference point for
diverse perspectives on land, landscape, art
and ideas across time.
The combination of strong historical
connections, a diversity of artists interested
in engaging with landscape painting, high
calibre adjudicators, committed sponsors
and a supportive community contribute to
making The Glover the most prestigious
annual prize for landscape painting in
Australia, while also providing enthusiastic
audiences with regular access to what is
happening in the world of contemporary
landscape painting.
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WHO WAS
JOHN GLOVER?

John Glover, Cattle by a River c.1815, watercolour over traces of pencil, 26cm x 39.3cm, John Millwood Collection

> John Glover was born on 18
February 1767 at Houghton on the Hill,
near Leicester, England. He was the
youngest son of a farmer and grew
up not only working in the fields but
also drawing the world he saw and
developing a love for nature. At around
20 years of age he was appointed
writing master at the Free School in
Appleby where he started painting in oil
and watercolour. He married a woman
nine years his senior and visited London
for drawing and painting lessons. In
1794 he set up a business as a drawing
master in Lichfield, and from here
undertook many sketching tours of
the picturesque English countryside.
Although today we know Glover by his
oil paintings, he made his name with
watercolour. In the late 1700s and early
1800s, watercolour was considered the
medium of avant-garde artists.

Glover developed a new way of using
this water-based medium not just as a
tinted wash but as vibrant and detailed
colour that could compare with oil
painting.

Glover painted in oils too, of course.
This was the preferred medium of
London’s Royal Academy. Selection
for the Academy’s annual exhibition
was a mark of success that Glover
regularly achieved, along with his
contemporaries JMW Turner and John
Constable. However, unlike these two
artists, Glover was denied entry into the
Academy’s illustrious ranks. Instead,
Glover’s highest official position was
with the very successful Society for
Watercolour Painting of which he was a
founding member.
By the mid-1820s the market for
watercolours was just about saturated,

and somewhat non-flattering attitudes
towards Glover’s oil painting became
apparent, as the drama and turbulence
of romantic sublime themes took over
from the more serene picturesque
landscapes that Glover preferred. Add a
financial depression and the emigration
of his sons a couple years before, and
we see Glover leave England for Van
Diemen’s Land (now Tasmania), arriving
in 1831 on his 64th birthday. He was
to live a further eighteen years on this
island in the Southern Ocean.
In Van Diemen’s Land, Glover’s
commitment to observation enabled
him to grapple with the new and
challenging conditions he encountered
in this upside down place.
Glover died in 1841 at Patterdale, his
property on the Nile River, and is buried
nearby at Deddington Chapel.
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THE STYLES
OF JOHN
GLOVER

GLOVER HAD A NUMBER OF QUITE DISTINCT WAYS OF
PAINTING DURING HIS YEARS IN VAN DIEMEN’S LAND.
[FROM MEMORY]
> Glover used his large collection of
sketchbooks to remember and remake
the places he had visited on his long walks
though the English countryside and on the
Grand Tour of Europe. The paintings fitted
readily into the style appreciated by his
patrons back in England.

John Glover, Swilker Oak, c. 1840, oil on canvas, 76cm x 114.5cm, National Trust Tasmania Clarendon Collection

The Swilker Oak in Needwood Forest,
Staffordshire was many centuries old
and survived the massive demand for
wood during the industrial revolution
which decimated the forests of England.
Glover sketched the tree in the late
1700s, well before he left England and
painted it nine years after he arrived in
Van Diemen’s Land.
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John Glover, Mills Plains, Ben Lomond, Ben Loder and Ben Nevis in the Distance, c.1836,
oil on canvas, 76.2cm x 152.5cm, Tasmanian Museum & Art Gallery Collection

[FROM IMAGINATION]
John Glover, Patterdale (Australian landscape with cattle: the artist’s property), c.1833,
oil on canvas 76.7cm x 114.6cm, National Library of Australia Rex Nan Kivell Collection

[FROM REALITY]
> When Glover painted his own land grant at Mills Plains, as in this picture,
he faithfully recorded the minute details of the land, including the messy
antipodean scrub. These paintings have a freshness and intense realism
that pre-empt Australian Impressionists like Tom Roberts, Frederick
McCubbin and Arthur Streeton by several decades.

> When Glover sought to imagine the land before the Europeans came, he created poetic images
with exaggerated serpentine trees. These idealised and peaceful imaginings of the world of the First
Peoples of Tasmania became a significant theme in his work.
In his first year in Van Diemen’s Land, Glover met and drew the Aborigines he encountered in Hobart
Town. He was aware of the desperate predicament the Tasmanian Aboriginal people were in, with
most of those surviving the undeclared Black War being gathered together on George Augustus
Robinson’s so-called ‘friendly mission’. No longer living on their land as they had done for millennia,
these men, women and children swam and danced for Glover as they waited to be relocated to the
islands in Bass Strait. Glover reused these drawings over and over again in many of his works.
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Launceston

(Queen Victoria Museum
and Art Gallery)

>'GLOVER COUNTRY' WAS
Launceston
Airport

TERMED BY AUSTRALIAN
IMPRESSIONIST PAINTER
TOM ROBERTS (1856 – 1931).
ROBERTS WAS A REGULAR
VISITOR TO THE EVANDALE

Evandale

Perth
Longford

Blessington
Mills Plains

Patterdale

Ben Lomond

GLOVER’S
LEGACY
> Glover made paintings depicting places
retraced from his memory; representing the
land before him; and conjuring imaginings of
previous times. These different approaches
use the landscape to describe alternative
views of the world.

Nile River

Deddington

Clarendon
Nile

REGION AS IT WAS THE HOME
OF BOTH OF HIS WIVES. IN
1928, WHILE HERE TO MOURN

In the years following Glover’s death, other
approaches to art making evolved as artists
sought to communicate ideas about life, the
universe and everything through the process
of applying paint to flat surfaces. Today,
artists have a very full palette of possibilities
to call upon.

South Esk River

THE DEATH OF HIS FIRST WIFE,
ROBERTS RESTORED GLOVER’S
GRAVESITE AT DEDDINGTON
CHAPEL.INCIDENTALLY, TOM

Hobart

(Tasmanian Museum
and Art Gallery)

ROBERTS IS BURIED AT
CHRIST CHURCH ILLAWARRA
NEAR LONGFORD

John Glover, Self Portrait, c.1792–3
Collection Queen Victoria Museum & Art Gallery

The Glover Prize does not ask artists to
copy Glover’s style. The challenge is to
harness Glover’s capacity to communicate
through the medium of landscape painting,
and to consider the value of the Tasmanian
landscape as a vehicle for talking about the
world around us and the things that matter.
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APPROACHES
TO LOOKING
AT LANDSCAPE

LET’S LOOK AT SIX OF THE WAYS ARTISTS MAKE LANDSCAPE

PAINTINGS. ARTWORKS FROM THE GLOVER EXHIBITIONS HAVE BEEN
SELECTED TO ILLUSTRATE EACH APPROACH. THE BOUNDARIES ARE
NOT ALWAYS CLEAR-CUT AS DIFFERENT APPROACHES ARE SOMETIMES
COMBINED TO EXPRESS THE ARTIST’S INTENSIONS, BUT WE HOPE THE
DOMINANT IDEAS ARE EASY TO SEE >
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APPROACH .01 > REALISM

REPRESENTING
THE WORLD
AS WE SEE IT
When we think of landscape painting perhaps the first
images that come to mind look like what we might
see with our own eyes if we went to a particular place.
This optically realistic way of painting was invented
over at least eight centuries of problem-solving by
artists seeking to figure out how shading could make a
two-dimensional shape look like it was solid; how the
rules of perspective work; how light and warm, or dark
and cool colours could be manipulated to make a flat
surface look like it has realistic depth. The history of
representation and realism is a journey of discovery of
a series of clever techniques and tricks.

By the time Glover turned his hand to painting, solutions
to most problems had been found and images could be
made to look absolutely real.
In subsequent years, artists like the Impressionists
shifted focus from the clear light of day to the
exploration of atmospheric conditions and the effects
of light but these images are nonetheless realistic.
Others, often inspired by photography, went in the
opposite direction, creating super-real images where
details are seen with more than 20:20 vision, making
them appear more real than real. So even realism has
many forms.

HOW DO WE KNOW IT IS A GOOD PAINTING?
We know the rules of realistic landscape painting even though we might not see them as rules — over the
centuries they have become second nature. Perspective, proportion and illusions of form and depth allow our eyes
to recognise a two-dimensional image as a real place. If these rules are broken we notice the mistakes and the
picture will fail to meet our expectations as an accurate optical representation of the real world.
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ACTIVITY 0.1
> Find a view that
you like to look
at and see how
accurately you can
draw or paint it. See
how much detail
you can capture.
You might like to
try using the rules
of realism such as
heavier marks and
warmer tones for
the foreground and
softer marks and
cooler tones for the
background.

Lisa Falk, The Transit of Venus — the movement of love through the art of creation,
pencil on cotton rag paper, 57cm x 72cm (People’s Choice Award 2008)

> WHAT DO YOU SEE?
Lisa has won the People’s Choice Award a number of times. Her precise and painstaking use of coloured pencils
creates images that seem almost impossible. It is hard to imagine the time that goes into making them and we
appreciate that she can do something that most of the rest of us can’t even contemplate. Deep reverence for the
subject is evident in the artist’s commitment to her craft.

Stephanie Tabram Ranelagh, Twilight — The Jam Factory, acrylic on linen, 101cm x 79cm
(People’s Choice Award 2009)

> WHAT DO YOU SEE?
Stephanie’s work uses nearly all the rules mentioned above. You can almost feel the clouds
streaming across the sky and the warmth from those last rays of sunlight.
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APPROACH .02 > SURREALISM

IMAGINING
ALTERNATIVE
WORLDS
A realistic landscape doesn’t mean it actually has to be of a real place. Many works
of the imagination use the rules of realism to create alternative worlds where
things are not actually as they seem. An extreme form of this is surrealism.

HOW DO WE KNOW IT IS A GOOD PAINTING?
The content of surrealist images might not be true or real but the rules of
representational picture making such as perspective, form and depth still apply.
Surrealism often involves a joke or a play-on-words to decribe the strange
imaginary world that is depicted.
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Richard Klekocuik, Wholemeal Landscape Northern Tasmania, coloured pencil on pastel board, 70cm x 88cm (Glover Exhibition 2009)

> WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?
Richard Bell, Cold Smoked Trout and Forestry BBQ, oil on linen, 25.7cm x 31cm (Glover Exhibition 2008)

This image transforms the wheat that was grown on this land into a product made from wheat. Could Richard be referring
to the fact that many people these days don’t know that bread comes from wheat and not in plastic bags from the
supermarket?

> WHAT IS GOING ON HERE?
Richard’s image takes the phrases ‘cold smoked trout’ and ‘forestry BBQ’ and illustrates them literally – a hot water
bottle, scarf and bushfire used to warm up the poor ‘fish out of water’. This could be a subtle dig at forestry burn-off
practices that at certain times of the year cover much of the island in smoke.

ACTIVITY 0.2 Create a surreal landscape that illustrates an issue about the use of land that you are
passionate about. You can do this by thinking of the title first and then making a picture from ideas
that express each of the separate words. Some titles to consider are: Wild landscape, On the sheep’s
back, Carbon footprint.

APPROACH .03 > NARRATIVE

KEEPING OUR
STORIES
Storytelling is perhaps the oldest way of making artwork. For millennia people
everywhere have wanted to share their stories with their own generation and with
generations to come. Realism can be adapted to tell these stories or artists can
invent calligraphic marks and symbolic languages to illustrate their stories.

HOW DO WE KNOW IT IS A GOOD PAINTING?
We can decipher or retrace the steps in the story being told.
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WHAT’S THE STORY?

WHAT’S THE STORY?

> Many viewers will remember
this scene on the evening of 5
January 1975 when the bulk
carrier Lake Illawarra collided
with the Tasman Bridge. This
caused a large section of the
bridge deck to collapse onto
the ship and into the river
below, killing five occupants of
cars that fell into the water and
seven ship’s crew. Rodney has
used a real photograph to make
it clear that impossible as it
may look, this extraordinary
incident did actually happen.
The event had a huge effect on
the landscape of Hobart.

> Junko works on canvas
using traditional art materials
of pencil and paint but it looks
like a child’s drawing and is
sketchy and imprecise. Why
would it make sense for the
artist to want to draw like a
child? Perhaps it is to remind
us of the fresh enthusiasm and
energy we had as children as
we tried to gather our ideas
together and express them.
Rather than all neat, sorted out
and resolved, this sketchy style
expresses bursts of response
to many moments experienced
on a journey. Like an illustrated
map the artist has invented
marks to remember the many
experiences had along the way.

Rodney Pople
Tasman Bridge Disaster
oil & archival photographic media on linen
164cm x 133cm
(Glover Exhibition 2011)

Junko Go
West Tamar Highway, Tasmania
acrylic, pastel & charcoal on canvas
167cm x 83cm
(Glover Exhibition 2009)

ACTIVITY 0.3
> Think of a
sad, happy or
funny thing that
has happened
to you recently.
Draw or paint
the story so
that as many
details as you
can remember
are recorded.
Once you have
finished, see
if a friend can
work out what
happened just
by looking at
your picture.
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APPROACH .04 > EXPRESSIONISM

EXPRESSING
FEELINGS &
EMOTIONS

The way things look is only one way to record landscape. Artists can also paint the
landscape as they feel it. To paint sensation often means leaving the realistic image of a
place behind and moving instead towards aspects of the landscape that can hold sensory
information. Colour, contrast and texture can be used to translate into paint how we feel
and respond to a particular location or how we relate to the world and life itself. Light, soft
and flowing paint conjures up different feelings to dark, rough and messy marks.

HOW DO WE KNOW IT IS A GOOD PAINTING?
To appreciate this kind of work we need to give up trying to find realistic objects within
the image. Instead, by relaxing and letting the sensory information work on us, we can
experience an emotional response. We will appreciate and value the artwork if the
emotion it emits rings true to us.
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ACTIVITY 0.4
> Close your
eyes and bring to
mind the last time
you were at the
beach or in the
bush. Remember
the sounds,
the smells and
the feeling on
your skin. The
sensations may
have been positive
or negative. Make
a picture of what
it felt like, using
as little reference
to real objects as
you can.

Philip Wolfhagen, Night Vision VI, oil and beeswax on linen, 96cm x 101cm (Glover Exhibition 2007)

William Rhodes, Water Storm, oil & wax medium on canvas, 190cm x 180cm (Glover Exhibition 2009)

> WHAT CAN WE FEEL?

> WHAT CAN WE FEEL?

While Phillip’s image is a realistic description of a landscape at dusk, the dominant sensation comes from the
mood emitted as things become indistinguishable in the fading light, shifting emotions from the bright light of
rationality to the strange space of the unknown.

In Will's image the turbulence of the weather rages across the canvas and we can feel and hear the
forces of nature unleased before us.

APPROACH .05 > FORMALISM

ANALYSING
LANDSCAPE
AS FORM
For some artists the landscape presents itself as pure form. Particular
landscapes can be analysed and dissected to reveal essential lines, shapes,
contrasts and textures that are inherent in nature. These abstract qualities
can be the focus of the work rather than any figurative content or emotional
sensation. At its extreme this approach can lead to stripping out everything
except one essential element to create a minimal image.

HOW DO WE KNOW IT IS A GOOD PAINTING?
This abstract approach takes our focus to essential and elemental qualities in
order to reveal something about the structure of nature and picture making.
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ACTIVITY 0.5
Find a view you like.
Make a picture by
doing one of the
following:
> Draw only the
vertical and horizontal
lines you can see
leaving all the lines
that are curved or on
an angle out of the
picture; or the other
way around.
> Paint only the
shapes that are red
or yellow. Leave
everything else out of
the picture.
> Paint a picture of
the shadows. Leave
out what is causing
the shadows.
Patrick Grieve, Farmland Coastal Series 49, oil on linen, 120cm x 120cm (Glover Exhibition 2007)

Jenny Topfer, Stone Summer, Friendly Beaches, oil and pastel on canvas, 183cm x 150cm
(Glover Exhibition 2009)

> WHAT IS THE FOCUS?

> WHAT IS THE FOCUS?

Patrick’s painting focusses on the mosaic pattern of the paddocks that dominate the landscape on Tasmania’s
rural North West coast and the almost impossible colours of its rich soils and pastures.

In Jenny’s image almost everything except the horizon line is eliminated in order to focus attention on the
tiny details in the texture of sand. This image could slip into the expressive category too, as what remains
is a peaceful place of deep contemplation, just like taking a long walk alone on a deserted beach.
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Some landscape paintings challenge us on an issue or engage us in a conversation about an idea. After all, the
way we use and understand the landscape can tell us a lot about human nature, our histories, our philosophies
and our relationship to the world around us.

HOW DO WE KNOW IT IS A GOOD PAINTING?
The difficulty with this kind of painting is that, to get
their point across, artists often need to give up making
nice, neat and finished images. It is said that we
often learn more from the mistakes we make and the
problems we face than if everything runs smoothly all
the time.
Most of the artwork that we have described so far
requires us to engage with images that we are drawn
to. By contrast, one way to engage with a conversational

artwork is to name those elements in the work that
seem wrong, out-of-place or strange; and then ask
ourselves what these elements might be asking us to
consider. The meaning of this kind of artwork often
relies on coming to grips with these seemingly incorrect
or misplaced elements. So, making artworks that are
unfinished, fragmented, dark, blurry, messy, odd or
unresolved might be a way of asking us: What have we
done? Where are we going? What’s missing?

A SIMPLE RULE OF THUMB FOR LOOKING AT ART:
>
>

APPROACH .06 > CONVERSATIONAL

INVITING
CONVERSATIONS
ABOUT IDEAS

For many forms of art, we judge in terms of what we are drawn to.
For contemporary conversational art, we often need to engage with what we are not drawn to.

5 STEPS TO UNDERSTANDING IDEAS BASED ART:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select an artwork that you don’t immediately like.
Respond to the artwork.
Name your judgements by noticing what you think or feel is right, wrong, out-of-place, strange.
It is helpful to speak aloud or write down what you notice so you don’t miss things that might 			
be important.
Consider the value/lessons/purpose/place of the negatives you have noted. What does this 			
conversation say about our/your world?

HOW CAN WE READ THESE PAINTINGS?
This kind of painting needs time for us to look, think and put all the pieces together. Instant personal taste is often
not very helpful. Another way to evaluate the success is to consider how we relate to the conversation the work is
endeavouring to provoke. Is it a conversation that is worth having?
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ACTIVITY 0.6
Think of a
concern you
have about the
environment.
Make a
picture that
asks viewers
to think about
this concern
too. You can
use pictures,
photographs,
words, found
objects,
newspaper
clippings or
anything else
you can think
of to express
your idea.
Robert Habel, Three Tasmanian Valleys painted at the Lochiel salt plains, South Australia on a hot windy day
acrylic, photographs & grasses on canvas, 163cm x 183cm (Glover Exhibition 2009)

> WHAT’S THE CONVERSATION?
There are a number of strange things in this painting. One
is a bit hard to see but there are bits of dried grass and grit
embedded in the paint. There are also three photographs that
are stuck on the surface to remind us that this is a painting of
real places. For those in the know they are the Tamar, Fingal
and Derwent valleys so presumably the image is a composite.
The oddest thing however is the title. This is a painting of
landscapes from Tasmania definitely painted outside but not
in Tasmania — on a saltpan in South Australia!

This is strange so the work must be something about
the tradition of painting out-of-doors (en plein air) like the
Impressionists did — an approach to painting that is still
favoured by many amateur artists, at least in theory. Let’s face
it, more often than not these days landscape artists work from
photographs in the comfort of their studios not out in the open
where the weather may not be conducive to working with sticky
paint and flyaway canvases. Where many artists hide their
processes, possibly hoping no-one will notice, Habel displays
his for everyone to see. In doing so, this work highlights the
comfortable conditions of a lot of landscape painting.

Amanda Davies, 100 Kilometres of Tasmanian Landscape, oil on linen, 122cm x 152cm (Glover Exhibition 2010)

> WHAT’S THE CONVERSATION?
While there is a lot going on, nothing else seems to make
sense — just a lot of lines and scribbles. This doesn’t look
much like a familiar landscape at all, although there is
direction in the marks that creates a sense of moving into the
distance. Reading the title it is almost possible to imagine
there is 100 kilometres of drawing on the canvas. Perhaps it
is a line drawn in a bouncing car over this long distance? This
would be a record of the landscape being travelled through.
The artist statement tells us what she actually did. “As
a passenger in a car I held my left arm in front of me to

block my right visual field forcing me to look directly at
the landscape to the left of the road. With my right hand
I frantically tried to record what I saw, sheet after sheet
of paper, drawing the shifting sense of rhythms of the
Arthur Highway as I daily travelled an hour and a half to
work and then back home. This painting depicts layers of
my experience over time as I travelled through the same
landscape in opposite directions.”
Landscape painting is usually a view from one fixed point.
However, if we spend much of our time in our cars, often in
far too much of a hurry to even think of stopping, what does
landscape painting mean today?

> LET’S LOOK CLOSELY AT SOME WINNERS OF THE GLOVER, USING THE
METHOD OF CONSIDERING BOTH THE THINGS THAT SEEM RIGHT AND
THOSE THAT SEEM OUT-OF-PLACE. BY COMPARING THE DIFFERENCES
LET’S SEE WHAT THE PAINTINGS CAN REVEAL TO US.
O AT FIRST GLANCE WHAT SEEMS RIGHT? T WHAT SEEMS WRONG, OUT-OF-PLACE OR STRANGE?
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‘04

‘05

Glover Prize Winner
Stephen Lees
Wishbone Ridge
oil on board
120cm x 180cm

Glover Prize Winner
Michael McWilliams
Bandicoot on a Log
synthetic polymer on linen
120cm x 130cm

WHAT CAN WE NOTICE?
O This painting is realistic and carefully executed. We can
see all the details even in the dark shadows. The animals
look absolutely real, right down to the texture of their
fur. The image actually looks a bit like a painting by John
Glover, not only in the way it is painted but also in the actual
landscape depicted.
T There are however a few things that are not as Glover
would have seen it. The clear-felling on the top far right
is not like a traditional landscape. There’s a fox hiding
behind the tree on the right that shouldn’t be here as it is
an introduced predator that threatens our native species.
The thylacine that is hiding behind another tree should still

be here but they were hunted to extinction almost a hundred
years ago.

IS THERE A CONVERSATION?
This painting is a bit like a game of spot-the-difference. What
has happened to the land in the 200 years since Europeans
arrived and Glover painted the land? Have we done the
best we could? Are there things we might consider doing
differently in future? Will foxes and forestry practices drive
other native animals to extinction?

WHAT DOES THE ARTIST SAY?
Michael, like many other artists, prefers the painting to
speak for itself.

WHAT CAN WE NOTICE?

IS THERE A CONVERSATION?

O The scene in this painting is more or less a recognisable
place. It is painted with luscious, expressive and painterly
brush strokes.

This image is asking us for an emotional response to the
power and intensity of nature.

T But this is a detail rather than an expansive landscape.
The trees look precarious and windblown like they are
performing an expressive dance. The split background
makes perspective or the vantage point seem strange.
It seems more atmospheric than a real place. The
impenetrable deep shadows create a Wuthering Heights
sensation — a place filled with emotional energy.

WHAT DOES THE ARTIST SAY?
"The painting is about this particular place. It is also about
paint, its nature and history. My relation with the paint itself
is in the form of correspondence. My relations with its history
focuses mainly on the Late Romantic and early Modernist
periods as these continue to resonate. The flesh of this
painting comes from the prior – the bones from the latter."
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‘06

‘07

Glover Prize Winner
David Keeling
45 Minute Walk – Narawntapu
oil on linen
182cm x 152cm

Glover Prize Winner
Raymond Arnold
Western Mountain
Ecology – The
relationship between
things rather than the
things themselves
acrylic on canvas
81cm x 122cm (diptych)

WHAT CAN WE NOTICE?
WHAT CAN WE NOTICE?
O This image is realistic. The artist has shown how tea
tree grows against the wild weather of the coast.
T Tea tree has a complex and somewhat ‘messy’ or
chaotic form; some would say they are not as beautiful
as a lush green symmetrical oak. The trees in this
painting are flattened out as the light touches their
mass of branches and foliage. The mid-layer is dark
shadows and there is no exit point.

IS THERE A CONVERSATION?
This image can trigger a psychological response.
Through the manipulation of light and shade, surface

and depth the artist has created an uncanny and
claustrophobic space. Like the previous work by
Stephen Lees, this painting can be seen as a metaphor
for our emotional experience.

WHAT DOES THE ARTIST SAY?
“I am interested in the play of light as it passes across
the trees, casting shadows onto the foliage and across
the ground. Even though this is a compromised space,
as it is where people park their cars to go on the coastal
walk, it is a hauntingly beautiful spot. There is a quiet
melancholy that surrounds you and I hope a little of this
comes though in the painting.”

O This is a realistic image. We can recognise two stacks of
timber in a timber yard, covered over by a sheet of tin that
is held in place by a large log of wood. The main subject is
placed front and centre like a traditional portrait.
T But it is only a couple of stacks of timber which is not a
usual topic for a painting and the paint is allowed to drip
down over the surface.

IS THERE A CONVERSATION?
The title seems to be hinting that there is more going on
than meets the eye. So what is this timber? Why is it being
protected from the weather? Why is it painted as if it was
a portrait of an important person? Could the timber be
important or valuable? And those drips — perhaps the artist

wants us to know that this is a painting made by someone
connected to the story and not just a representation of
something.

WHAT DOES THE ARTIST SAY?
"Tucked into the lower watershed of the Queen River
valley in Western Tasmania is a small timber mill. My nose
prickles at the Huon Pine perfume, which is heavy in the air.
I learn that samples of large, salvaged logs reveal timelines
in their annular rings that coincide with events from history
– European settlement of Australia back to the birth of
Christ and beyond. I am painting in a type of museum as
much as a cemetery! Growth rings and ordered geometric
stacking through labour are the conversion of one thing into
another. My painting represents another step in this flow."
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Glover Prize Winner
Neil Haddon
Purblind (opiate)
high gloss enamel on aluminium
160cm x 150cm

WHAT CAN WE NOTICE?
O The surface of this painting has a perfect, well-executed,
high gloss finish.
T It is difficult to work out what it is as it is so dark it is
hard to see and reflections in the high gloss paint make it
even harder. Dark, hidden... what is it? When we do work
it out we see an image of oversized desiccated poppy
heads. The word ‘purblind’ in the title relates to impaired
or defective vision; or being dim-witted, slow or unable to
understand.

IS THERE A CONVERSATION?
Perhaps the work wants to say that we can have difficulty
seeing what is in front of us even though it is real. Which

bits of the landscape do we choose to notice? Perhaps we
are to consider what poppies are used for? Where does the
poppy industry fit in Tasmanian landscape?

WHAT DOES THE ARTIST SAY?
"I think of John Glover, coming here, seeing what he saw
and painting what he saw, sending those images back to
England. Well received bucolic scenes, sublime maybe,
exotic certainly, beautiful we would now say. On my travels
around the north of Tasmania I see the production of fifty
per cent of the world’s pharmaceutical opiates. I think of
pain and dark times. I think of Tasmania’s current exotic
status, as an analgesic island, exporting its poppy straw
panacea."

Glover Prize Winner
Matthew Armstrong
Transformed by Night
oil on canvas
122cm x 122cm

WHAT CAN WE NOTICE?

WHAT DOES THE ARTIST SAY?

O It is realistic and carefully executed. If you know Hobart
and a bit of local art history, you might recognise that it is
the same hill where John Glover lived when he first came
to Van Diemen’s Land. But there is no direct evidence of
this history in the picture.

"Nothing is what it seems to be at night, the intensity and
sources of light alter one’s perspective. Colours change
— some merge into the dark, others stand out with
greater clarity. The same hill would have been familiar to
John Glover, but today’s designed landscape and artificial
lighting would have been unrecognisable to him. This
is not a place that one would plan a special journey to
visit for its uniqueness, the blandness of the view may
disappoint. It is that special moment in an ordinary scene
that I look for and, in that sense, would be an experience
not unfamiliar to Glover."

T Instead the scene is at night – dark, wet, empty and
strangely lit. The central motif is the road leading up the
hill and around the corner to a place we can’t see.

IS THERE A CONVERSATION?
Landscape can occur at all times of day and night and
in all kinds of weather conditions. So what make a place
worthy of painting? Does our taste in landscape tell as
much about ourselves as it does about a particular place?
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Glover Prize Winner
Josh Foley
Gee’s Lookout
oil & pumice on canvas
75cm x 110cm

Glover Prize Winner
Ian Waldron
Walach Dhaarr (Cockle Creek)
oil and acrylic on Tasmanian oak
120cm x 150cm

WHAT CAN WE NOTICE?
O It is carefully made and in general looks more or less like
a real place.
T The painting is made up of bits copied from different places
and in different styles. The landscape in the background is like
a mapmaker’s drawing. It is actually a section copied from Bea
Maddock’s Terra Spiritus (1993–98) that includes Cockle Creek,
the site of positive exchange between Aborigines and French
navigators in the late 1700s. On the water’s edge is a copy of a
section of Glover’s painting of Aborigines around the campfire
on his land grant at Mills Plains that you can see on page 9.
Neither the ceremonial ‘totem poles’ nor the words are from
Tasmanian Aboriginal culture.

IS THERE A CONVERSATION?
Some questions this work might be asking us: Who names the

landscape? Could it have been different for the First Peoples
of Tasmania if the English colonisers had a more positive
attitude to difference? Where does Tasmanian Aboriginal
culture fit within the Tasmanian landscape, its history and life
in general?

WHAT DOES THE ARTIST SAY?
"With some historical knowledge of the interactions between
early French navigators and my own background as an
Indigenous person, I see Cockle Creek as a culturally and
historically rich and complex site. The contemporary polelike appearance of the trees is a reminder that connection to
land continues and is not lost is the mist of time. Using my
own Kurtjar language from the Gulf of Carpentaria to replace
English language place names and features allows me to
both identify commonalities of place and to illustrate that
perceptions coexist."

WHAT CAN WE NOTICE?
O It is carefully made and for those in the know it is a
familiar location.
T This painting seems to be made from two styles mixed
together. It is mostly expressive swirling paint but there
are realistic images reflected in the windows. Also the
brushstrokes are not real brushstrokes but they have been
painted as carefully as the details in the windows. The
land, river, sky and building are all integrated into swirling
gestures that are reminiscent of geological diagrams or
muscle fibres.

IS THERE A CONVERSATION?
The realistic view is just random old stuff but the expressive
way of seeing is luscious and beautiful like stained glass.

Which view is more real or says the most? Can different
perceptions coexist?

WHAT DOES THE ARTIST SAY?
"Gee’s Lookout, a tract of land that abuts Launceston’s
Gorge, has an apocalyptic vibe created by debris, wrecked
houses and sprawling unrestricted junk. The lookout affords
a wonderful view of the dichotomy between two ways of
seeing Tasmania – on the one hand old and mysterious, on
the other new and vibrant. There is this sense of looking
forward and looking backwards at the same time. The image
in the windows is actually a reflection. Lookout. Look in. So
the reflected view in the windows is what is being seen and
the part around it is the sentiment. There is beauty in the
debris, decay and decomposition which by converting into
brushstrokes suggests that all matter is one."
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A NEVERENDING STORY
> WE HOPE YOU HAVE ENJOYED THIS BRIEF JOURNEY
THROUGH THE GLOVER AND WHAT IT HAS TO SAY ABOUT
LANDSCAPE. WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO THE FUTURE
AND TO SEEING HOW MANY OTHER WAYS THE AMAZING
MIND OF THE ARTIST CAN FIND TO EXCITE, DELIGHT AND
CONFRONT US. WE INVITE YOU TO JOIN US AS WE TRAVEL
ALONG THIS NEVER-ENDING ROAD.
We wish to thank all artists who have ever entered the Glover or who plan to in the future
for without them what would be the point. In particular we are grateful to the artists whose
work appears in this book. We also thank all you viewers who take the time to experience
the artwork and engage with the stories and sensations that they generate.

